Established in 1998, now has a staff of 450, including 8 senior engineers, 40 intermediate scientific research personnel. As the largest national producer of motorcycle valve guide and valve seat, the factory has an annual capacity of 30,000,000 sets of motorcycle valve guide and valve seat. Most products serve for famous domestic motorcycle manufacturers, like Jialing, Qianjiang, Xindazhou, Zongshen, Loncin, Lifan. Now The PLAGGIO Group, a world famous motorcycle producer has also chosen us as their motorcycle valve guide and valve seat supplier. We are now also the Tier Two of Peugeot of the Pump Gears, Sprockets and Rotor-Stators.

Cover over 40 acres, construction area over 15,000 m². We have the latest producing machine includes both chemical and physical testing instrument within national field. Now, the factory owns all kinds of machines like pressing, sintering furnace, machining and moulds about 250 sets, testing machines over 20 sets. The factory has a large scale producing ability. In the meantime, the factory has built a perfect control system on quality, production, and management.
The research and development team has rich experience and completed detecting equipment ensure the company to have a strong new produce development capacity. At present, our powder metallurgy products have been broadly applied to many fields like auto, power tools, home appliance, etc..

On the principal of mutual benefits and friendly negotiation, we would like offer warm and completed services for all clients internationally.
Corporation Introduction

Engineers

Management team

Sales team

Sales Statistics (unit: ten thousand)
Corporation major components

Motorcycle shock Absorber components, valve guide and seat.
Corporation major products

- Automobile pump components
Corporation major products

- Automobile shock absorber components
Quality assurance system

Raw material inspection

Material composition inspection

Press-forming inspection

Dimension inspection

Final inspection

Physical property inspection
Quality assurance system

Physical lab to control the precision size and performances
Quality assurance system

Chemical Lab to analysis the Chemical components
Corporation production system

- Purchase raw material
- Blend material
- Pressing
- Machining
- Sizing
- Sintering
- Immersion oil and surface treatment
- Rust preventive treatment
- Packaging and checking
Corporation production system

Pressing workshop

Sintering workshop

Machining workshop

Inspection workshop
Corporation production system
Mesh Belt Sintering Furnace
Corporation production system

V-Style Mixing Machine

HIPRO Grinding Machine

Store house
Corporation Customers

- PIAGGIO
- SUZUKI
- PEUGEOT
- HONDA
- LONCIN
- ZJAYANG
- LIFAN
- ZONGSHEN
- JIALING
- Haojue
- HONDA
- QJIANG
Welcome to visit our factory